
DAY 1 VANCOUVER TO SUN PEAKS 
At Vancouver’s VIA Rail Station, board one of the 
world’s most legendary trains, The Canadian by 
VIA Rail, for your midday journey. This daylight 
trip will showcase stunning views of the Fraser 
Canyon and Thompson River before reaching 
Kamloops late evening. 

Disembark the train and immediately join the Sun 
Peaks shuttle for a short 30 minute transfer to 
Sun Peaks and check into your accommodation 
at one of the 9 hotels and lodges in the village 
core. 

DAY 2 SUN PEAKS
Wake up in the mountains at your leisure before 
heading to breakfast at one of the local cafés. 
Explore the village shops and pick up your lift 
and rentals for your ski day tomorrow. 

Take today to join one of Sun Peaks’ remarkable 
Canadian experiences such as a guided Dog Sled 
Tour where you’ll meet a team of Alaskan Huskies 
as they pull you through the snow-covered 
backcountry. Or try your hand at catching a 
few of the hard-fighting and great tasting wild 
rainbow trout on a fully-guided Ice Fishing Tour 
on one of many frozen mountain lakes nearby. 

DAY 3 SUN PEAKS
The Sun Peaks’ Learn to Ski program provides 
a great introduction to the world of winter 
sport and is tailored to provide first time skiers 
and snowboarders with everything they need 
to hit the slopes; including lesson, equipment 
rentals,and learning area lift ticket. In the evening, 
guests can experience the magic of a winter’s 
night on a Moonlight Snowshoe Tour, including a 
delicious campfire treat of S‘mores. 

For dinner this evening, make a reservation at 
the Voyageur Bistro where you’ll find Canadian 
inspired dishes such as Venison, Bison, Elk and 
Salmon. Across the walls of the restaurant you 
will find Canadian artifacts such as beaver pelts, 
canoes and maps from the era of the Canadian 
Fur Trade.

DAY 4 DEPART SUN PEAKS
Enjoy another full day on the slopes or 
experience another winter activity, such as a 
Snowmobile Tour, before departing Sun Peaks to 
the VIA Rail Station for an overnight journey to 
Jasper. Alternatively, transfer to the Kamloops 
Airport (YKA) to depart on one of several daily 
flights to Vancouver or Calgary. 

4 DAYS | 3 NIGHTS
December – April

Tuesday – Saturday 
or Friday – Wednesday

Travel on board the 
VIA Rail in Economy or 

Sleeper Plus

3 Nights in 
Sun Peaks Resort

Learn to Ski Program

Winter Activities
Dog Sledding, Ice Fishing 

Snowshoeing, Snowmobiling, 
Sleigh Rides and more 

20+ Restaurants

20+ Shops

Travel with ease to Canada’s second largest ski area and experience the joy of learning to ski in a 
dedicated area conveniently located only steps from the compact and intimate village. Favorable 

interior BC snow conditions combined with the progressive learning area allow for a safe, gentle and 
unintimidating experience for beginner skiers and boarders.

SNOW TRAIN
TO SUN PEAKS

www.sunpeaksresort.com


